
RLF's Impact on Our Lives and the Community 
RLF Facilitator, Corky Valenti, recently attended a SIM Fairfield-Westchester chapter meeting to describe SIM's Regional 
Leadership Forum and the value that it provides to both participants and sponsoring organizations. Like many SIM chapter 
meetings, the main value in such events occurs during "networking" time. After dinner, as the meeting was winding down, Corky 
spoke with a 2007 NYM RLF grad. Corky happened to graduate from RLF the same the same year, but from a different forum. 
However, the common bonds developed in RLF endure across forum boundaries and time, so networking was easy!  
 
The NYM grad shared an RLF perspective that is perhaps unexpected, but striking and powerful. You see, he lives in Newtown, CT, 
and the events at Sandy Hook in December 2012 are still vivid in his memory. He shared with Corky that, along with so much of the 
community, he was terribly shaken by that tragedy and shared a common sense of horror and loss. However, he felt that the skills, 
capabilities, capacities, and insights that he had gained from RLF helped him personally navigate that time. Not only that, his RLF 
experience also helped him reach out to others to listen, comfort, and guide. It prompted him to cofound a non-profit organization 
called Sandy Hook Promise based on, among other things, many values shared with RLF: 
 
" ... promoting self-reflection and understanding how it is we want to live our lives, for me or we? Bringing awareness to how we 
relate, interact and treat each other in our own families, how we treat each other within our communities and lastly between our 
communities. " 
 
Such testimonials about RLF's impact beyond "just" enhancing participants' careers are not at all unusual. 
 
There is still time to register for select RLF forums. Click HERE to register. 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001aJzFe1OtUAs8XNWSiW6HdSRVTCcwfbuW8FRo2cV6mto9npuRIEDwArFwhNcRUR26n3VSMdyuoolVOiVWS33vPGe352vKlPNDT6bMCfP3wlRrdo6G4JcJno8OfZRG0hs1
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